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The Long-Term Care Director of Nursing Field Guide, Second Edition The official study guide
for NADONA certification Make confident and correct decisions with the only Director of
Nursing (DON) guide endorsed by the National Association of Directors of Nursing
Administration in Long-Term Care (NADONA). Whether your goal is certification,
recertification, or on-the-job training, "The Long-Term Care Director of Nursing Field Guide, "
Second Edition, is a must-have resource to improve quality of care, cut costs, and sharpen
your leadership and management skills. New and veteran DONs will benefit from this updated
edition, which includes guidance on quality indicator surveys (QIS), MDS 3.0, new audit
threats, and more."The Long-Term Care Director of Nursing Field Guide, Second Edition" will
help you: Prepare your facility for either a traditional survey or a QIS by implementing risk
management best practices Withstand MAC, RAC, ZPIC, CERT, and MIC scrutiny by
improving documentation Create and manage a budget that best fits the needs of your facility
Build and motivate a competent, cohesive staff by employing smart hiring practices, an
effective orientation program, and a positive work environment Prepare for the C-DONA
certification exam with the only study guide to have earned NADONA's seal of approval What's
New Clear comparison between the traditional survey process and QIS process Guidance on
creating a budget that works for your facility Tactics to avoid audit scrutiny Tips to
understanding the appeals process Overview of the MDS 3.0 with a focus on activities of daily
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living, pain, and pressure ulcer assessment and care NADONA's endorsement as the official
study guide for the C-DONA exam Take a look at the Table of ContentsSection I: Skills for
directors of nursing Successful orientation of the newly hired manager Designing an effective
process Leadership Qualities of effective leadership Four basic leadership styles
Communication Ways to improve communication The art of active listening Finance and
budgeting The strategic plan Developing the budget Capital budget operating costs
Understanding the fiscal year Section II: Employee relations Interviewing and hiring New
employee orientation and training Importance of a good orientation program Time
management and delegationConflict managementThe disciplinary process and
terminationPerformance evaluations Job performances Employee issuesDue diligenceSection
III: Resident Care MDS 3.0 assessment Basic coding Wound care - specific changes, reverse
staging, and moreActivities of daily livingStandards of care Abuse and neglect
RestraintsSection IV: Risk Management and Quality Control Documentation Electronic medical
records The Five-Star Quality Rating System Navigating the rating system The survey process
Traditional survey Quality indicator survey Federal surveys State surveys Audits RACs, MACs,
CERTs, and ZPICs Audit appeals process
Survive and Thrive As a Nurse from Day One! Welcome to the compassionate and caring
world of nursing! You are entering a profession that offers great rewards and endless
opportunities. But you must prepare for the challenges ahead and do everything you can to
ensure that you experience the best that nursing has to offer. This invaluable book will get you
started! Written by an experienced R.N.,Your First Year As a Nurseprovides practical, realworld solutions to the profession's most common and difficult issues. Inside, you'll find out what
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youreallyneed to know, who you need to know, how to avoid missteps, and where you can go
for help when you need it. Gritty, witty, and full of invaluable tips and advice from first year
nurses, this book is your personal mentor for your new career. Ensure a healthy first year by
knowing how to: ·Acquire the job that's perfect for you ·Create your own patient-centered style
of nursing ·Develop positive relationships with doctors, patients, and other nurses ·Stay
positive, deal with conflict and adversity, and avoid burnout ·Network, enhance your education
and career, and become a leader "Combines common sense with the wisdom of a seasoned
professional. A valuable resource for new graduates as they begin practice."—Lucille A. Joel,
R.N., Ed.D., FAAN, professor, Rutgers College of Nursing, and former president, American
Nurses Association "A must-read for all nurses, not just new graduates!"—Joan Orseck, R.N.,
president, National Association for Health Care Recruitment
The position of nurse case managers can be a rewarding but challenging career, as these
managers play a vital role in a patient’s care. In A Guide for Nurse Case Managers, author
Charlotte Cox provides an insightful guide to this evolving field of medicine. Geared for those
working in hospital settings, clinics, and health plan offices, this helpful reference text provides
guidelines, tips, and tools for becoming a successful nurse case manager. With more than
thirty years of health care experience, Cox provides a detailed overview of this important
nursing position that works to usher a patient through the health care system. A Guide for
Nurse Case Managers • defines the case manager role; • provides an understanding of the
basics of utilization and case management; • gives an overview of Medicare and Medicaid
procedures; • discusses the care planning process; • shows how to structure a community
resource base. Whether you are a new case manager, a student, or a seasoned nurse needing
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a refresher about job basics, A Guide for Nurse Case Managers will help to shape your
practice, provide valuable tips and reference tools, and help you with proven organizational
ideas to succeed in the career.
A softcover ruled notebook that will provide you with a safe space to hold all of your
progressive thoughts. Each indexed progressive book journal features 186 ruled pages that
are numbered for your ease of use. The numbered pages with an index will help keep you
organized and make it easy to find your important entries. To really make your brain sing, we
recommend that you use tabs and update your progressive book journal's index as necessary
immediately after you have completed your morning journaling pages.
Includes index.
Don't Shoot Yourself in the Foot Before You Even Open Your Mouth! The Writing Guide for
Professional Speakers. Do you want to become a professional public speaker, someone who
gets paid to speak in public about topics you are passionate about? If so, I've got good news
and bad news. The bad news is that it's a crowded ole world out there-every Tom, Dick, and
Harriet seem to be a "professional" speaker, armed with a book, a blog, and a boatload of
subject-matter expertise. The good news is that only a few of these "professionals" can spell or
even construct a correct sentence in American English. Look around! If you want to stand out,
if you want to impress potential hosts, if you want to get hired again and again, then you have
to recognize that your written words will probably be read before your spoken words are heard.
In other words, your written words have to be flawless. In Before You Even Open Your Mouth,
nine-time, award-winning author and public speaker Liz Coursen shares her expertise about
how to write to impress. Liz speaks professionally 80-100 times each year, and part of her
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success, she believes, is the attention to detail she brings to every aspect of her speaking,
including her promotional materials. "Punctuation and grammar is easy, and it's fun," she says.
"And, since our writing is part of how people judge us, it's important for every professional
speaker to know how to write well."
17 Times Amazon Best Seller is giving YOU his Complete System! Not only that, he's also
giving you his FREE COURSE and the exact Skeleton File (already formatted!) he personally
uses for publishing on Kindle! Has he lost it completely? Most likely, but he swears otherwise!
He has this stupid idea that if he gives you exactly what you need to solve your problems you
might just stick around. By the way, because he has this delusion that you should always put
your money where your mouth is, he actually shows you the video where you can see his 17
Amazon Best Sellers. Bananas! He's no saint, though! If you get his FREE COURSE he will try
to sell you his complete, over-the-shoulder, professional Course down the line! He offers it for
a crazy affordable price and he doesn't even try to upsell you anything. This lunatic believes in
transparency and providing real value. These are the worst scumbags! The craziest part is
that, even if you don't buy anything else, this book ALONE will give you EVERYTHING you
need to publish your book on Amazon from A to Z! This is what I'll teach you: Choosing the
Right Topic: The best way to earn a lot of money while having a sense of purpose! Market
Research: Learn how to get inspiration and improve your own book by looking at the right
places! Title Creation: Learn how to get readers bursting with curiosity and lining to get your
book first! Writing Your Book: The fastest way to structure your book all the way to the end!
Outsourcing: If you don't want to write it, learn how to outsource it the right way and end up
with a masterpiece! Cover Creation: Do it yourself easily and for free OR Get a professional
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graphic designer to do it for $5! Description, Categories & Keywords: Learn the AIDA Formula
for magic descriptions and know all the secrets to stand out! Formatting and Publishing your
Kindle EBook: I will provide you with the same skeleton file I personally use (already formatted!
) and I will show you, step-by-step, how to publish your Kindle book the right way! Formatting
and Publishing your Paperback Book: Learn how to publish the paperback version for FREE! I
will teach how to get an already formatted template and show you, step-by-step, how to publish
your physical book the right way! Free Promotions and Getting Reviews: I will teach you how to
set up a free promotion so you can get up to thousands of downloads and honest reviews that
will make your book stand miles apart from your competitors! Important Resources: Make your
author's page shine and learn about the new world of audiobooks! Explode Your Business:
What millionaire authors are really doing behind the scenes! Where to Learn More: The only 2
affordable and honest places you should go to! This is the system you've been dreaming about
for finally publishing your book and get your work into the World! Scroll Up and Get It Now!
The author, a U.S. elder law attorney, uses real-life examples to illustrate how to evaluate
current nursing home practices and policies, along with alternative care and associated living
choices available for older adults; includes appendices with a nursing home visit evaluation
checklist for prospective residents and their family and home care licensing guidelines by state.
Complete, easy-to-follow guide for managing your scoliosis during pregnancy! "An Essential
Guide for Scoliosis and a Healthy Pregnancy" is a month-by-month guide on covering
everything you need to know about taking care of your spine and your baby. The book
supports your feelings and empathizes with you throughout your amazing journey towards
delivering a healthy baby. By reading, you gain: - In-depth and up-to-date information on
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scoliosis and how it can affect your pregnancy. Week-by-week information on what to expect
during your pregnancy. - Information that is suitable for all types of post-operative scoliosis
cases and those that, to date, have not yet been operated on. - Clear, compassionate and
comprehensive answers to the common questions about scoliosis and pregnancy. - Crucial
decision making tools decisions for important issues including epidurals, birthing procedures,
changes to the spine due to hormones, and more to protect your baby. - Tips to help you
minimize unnecessary weight gain and keep your nutrient intake high. - The latest nutritional
research that debunks pregnancy food myths and uncovers a number of surprising superfood
choices. - Expert advice on staying fit and eating right during each trimester of pregnancy. Selfcare tips for side effects including nausea and back pain. - Fun, fast, and safe scoliosis
exercises during the month of pregnancy and postpartum. Tips for strengthening your pelvic
floor, easing back pain, and losing belly fat postpartum. - Relaxation tips to reduce pain and
increase your comfort. This book provides answers and expert advice for pregnant women
suffering from scoliosis. Full of information to cope with the physical and emotional upheavals
of pregnancy during scoliosis. From conception to birth and beyond, this guide will hold your
hand until you become a happy and proud mother of a healthy newborn baby.
You're Hired!Nurse's Guide to Success in Today's Job MarketA Guide for Nurse Case
ManagersiUniverse
From the comfort of your home or office this book gives the reader access to Montana's
national parks, national forests, state parks, and wilderness areas. Over 300 fishing access
sites and locations are available including stream flow table information. OHV facts, sites of
interest, and the very popular FYI section to help further your knowledge, interests, and
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opportunities. Makes a great gift to compliment any outdoor education course. Included also as
a bonus are phone numbers and locations of departments involved with Montana's outdoors. If
you plan on visiting or if you're serious about discovering Montana then this is a great tool and
resource.
Discover How To Go From Being A New Registered Nurse - To Competent, Successful,
Employed AND... Happy New NurseGet this Amazon bestseller and discover how you can
fulfill your dream of being an OUTSTANDING Nurse You're about to discover how to...Go from
fearful, incompetent new nursing graduate to a successful practicing nurse! This book contains
the personal advice from: Me, Caroline Porter Thomas :D I am a successful Honors graduate
and practicing registered nurse. I have been a registered nurse for more than half a decade in
addition to being a new nurse; I have also trained many new graduate nurses to becoming
competent registered nurses.I am also the host of the Youtube channel: EmpoweRN and the
author of the book: "How to Succeed in Nursing School." I wrote this book out of a huge
concern with how terribly hard the transition from graduate nurse to competent nurse is. I
thought after I graduated nursing school, I would be equipped to practice nursing
successfully... nothing could have been farther from the truth.In addition to nursing job itself
being hard, there were so many other challenges that I was not prepared to face: Including,
major time management issues, stressful co-worker relations, stressful patient/family relations
and much more! Here Is A Preview Of What You'll Learn... How to Get an Interview & Hired for
a Registered Nursing Job How to Handle Time Management as a New Registered Nurse How
to Handle Extremely Stressful Situations that Nurses Must "Deal With" How to Connect with
Your Patients & Co-workers How to Deal with Unavoidable Nursing Mistakes How to Approach
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Doctors effectively How to BE a Nurse How to LOVE Your New Graduate Nursing Job Much,
much more! Purchase your copy today!Take action today and purchase the book that can
change your life... Check Out What Others Are Saying... "Your book "New Nurse, How to Get,
Keep and LOVE Your First Job," helped boost my confidence in that I can achieve anything I
set my mind to. The examples you provided helped me realize that all seasoned nurses once
were new nurses and they too had the similar insecurities that I have experienced as a new
nurse. This idea is calming to me and gives me great hope for the future. I love how you
presented the information in such a humble way and I truly enjoyed reading about your
experiences and recommendations. I love nursing! Sincerely, Erica Soto RN from Menasha,
Wisconsin "I can't thank you enough for these wonderful tools! I used your audio on getting
over mistakes and it really helped a lot. I particularly enjoyed the quote from Mark Twain. Also,
your words: "First you must forgive yourself and see the lesson that you learned. Understand
that you are a good person and that nothing happens that is not in the Divine plan. Second,
replace this vision for a new awesome one!!" were so powerful to me and really helped. I
actually wrote them down, so that I can refer to them in future. :) Thank you again for these
wonderful gifts! I am so inspired by your work and vision. I think it is so great that you have all
these resources for nursing students, new nurses, and veteran nurses. Your books seem like
wonderful resources for nursing students and nurses alike. Wishing you all the best." Best
regards,Colleen SchmittTags: New nurse jobs, registered nurse gifts, New nurse blog, Gifts for
new nurses, Jobs for new nurses, Gifts for a new nurse, Gift for new nurse, New nurse
orientation, Registered nurse, New nurses jobs, Being a new nurse, New nurse mistakes, Rn
jobs, New graduate nursing jobs, New nursing graduate jobs, New nursing graduate jobs, New
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graduate nurse, Jobs for new graduate nurses, Graduate nursing programs, Graduate nurse
jobs, New grad nurses, new nurse gifts, new nurse guide, new nurse survival guide, new nurse
graduate
This book is not available as a print inspection copy. To download an e-version click here or for
more information contact your local sales representative. 'This book clearly approaches the
"21st century skills-issue" ... Hands-on, reflective, thorough: a definite must-have for students,
professionals and HE institutions.' - Nieke Campagne, Careers/Policy Advisor, Leiden
University, The Netherlands Whether you are about to embark on your business degree
programme, are already a business student or are a business graduate, this book helps you to
develop yourself and your career in ways which will benefit you, your current and future
employers and society. Focused on developing study and personal skills to enhance your
employability, it provides insights and practical guidance on: Developing a skill set and
competencies that will be valued by employers, including team-working, critical thinking,
networking, managing emotion and managing technological change Self-profiling through
career and life planning, and self-presentation through career communication, volunteering and
internships Becoming a global business practitioner, able to anticipate economic and cultural
change, understand a diversity of world¬views and the idea of ‘global responsibility’
Becoming a responsible and ethical business practitioner, embodying virtues and values which
are increasingly sought after by employers in line with consumer expectations. 'The first thing I
really love about Paul Dowson’s hugely comprehensive book is its clarity; he takes complex
themes and turns them into accessible learning outcomes. The other thing to love is its
humanity – it is insightful and borne of a deep concern about how students transition from
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higher education to working life and citizenship.' - Jane Artess, Director of Research, Higher
Education Careers Services Unit (HECSU), UK
Searching for a new job can often times be a full-time job itself. We've assembled some of the
best, timeless tips and advice for FINDING IT (your dream nursing job)!
The ultimate, step-by-step guide on HOW to build business credit and exactly WHERE to
apply! Learn how to get started even with Poor Personal Credit and working within a shoestring
budget! Learn how to establish a business. Once you have an established business, discover
how to organize and position your business for credit approval. Identify what criteria to meet
before applying. Receive direction on how to complete applications correctly to secure
approvals and exactly where to apply! Once approved, learn how to continue building your
business credit. Master and implement strategies to continue building your business credit to
over $100,000.
"Concentrates on the positive aspects of nursing homes and offers strategies for identifying the
best facilities--a guide for maintaining and improving relationships between the elderly and
their families"--Provided by publisher.
In this book, you’ll find everything you need to know for successful intravenous access on a
variety of patients, including in-depth explanations of common terminology and lingo common
in the clinical setting, anecdotal stories, step-by-step outlines, in-depth narratives, guidelines to
troubleshooting common problems associated with IV initiation, and more. 5 Steps to Mastery
Between the front and back cover of this resource guide, there are five main concepts I’ll
explain as if you were my student or orientee, having a conversation with me face-to-face. 1.
Learn both the medical terminology and the slang. Knowing what the medical lingo means will
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help you absorb the most information from the anecdotes, and also sets you up for success to
communicate in a professional manner in the clinical setting as a student or nurse. 2. Review
the anecdotes where the IV insertion attempt is unsuccessful. This portion of the book mirrors
the experience you would receive in a clinical setting if you were shadowing a nurse.Pay
attention to what went wrong (explained after each anecdote) so that you know where to focus
your attention when we discuss intravenous insertion in a more in-depth manner thereafter. 3.
Learn about peripheral IV initiation, written as if I’m having a conversation with you face-toface. There are plenty of textbook-style descriptions out there. I wrote in the same style I teach
my students and orientees on a one-on-one basis so that you can read to retain, not just read
to memorize. 4. Revisit the anecdotes and correct the problems that led to an unsuccessful IV
initiation along with me. Troubleshooting along with me and thinking through how to manage
certain scenarios differently to achieve a positive outcome will ingrain itself into your
subconscious better than simply reading a textbook version of IV insertion, and will allow you
to draw back on these hypothetical situations when you are faced with similar obstacles in the
real world clinical setting. 5. Visualize your own success and apply it to the real world. When
an endless supply of real people on whom to practice IV skills is not available, how do you start
to build your skills? Reading this book with its conversational formatting will help you start to
visualize patient care scenarios. Once you have established a mental skill set and the process
is starting to become second nature, taking time to visualize an IV start from the beginning to
the end will help you when you find yourself starting your first few dozen IVs in the clinical
setting.
There are countless books on the market about nutrition, diet, and exercise in isolation.Optimal
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Aging brings these topics together as they relate to the process of aging and the diseases
which so often accompany it. Written by Jerrold Winter, PhD, a professor of pharmacology and
toxicology and the author ofTrue Nutrition True Fitness, this book provides an integrated
discussion about health matters, offering evidence-based advice regarding nutrition, exercise,
and the use of pharmaceuticals as they relate to dementia, obesity, diabetes, cancer, pain, and
other hazards of aging. Amid a sea of contradictory information about what's healthful, Optimal
Aging stands out, delivering a comprehensive discussion about healthy living that's buoyed by
source references, illustrative anecdotes, and just the right dose of humor. Drawing from
current scientific understanding and providing historical perspectives, Winter speaks sensibly
about drugs and their effects, vitamins and minerals, exercise, weight control, and treatment of
age-related symptoms and diseases. With this authoritative book in hand, you'll gain a
fundamental understanding of the disparate factors that come together to influence your wellbeing, setting you on the path to a longer, healthier, and happier life.
Getting Your FREE Bonus Download this book, read it to the end and see "BONUS: Your
FREE Gift" chapter after the conclusion. Survival Guide How to Live without Electricity
Welcome to the Survival Guide: How to Live without Electricity and Get Out of A Disaster, a
D.I.Y. book designed to show you alternative energy sources that are not based on the
electrical grid that you can use during any situation to receive any level of electricity. More and
more, individuals are trying to get off the electrical grid anyway they can to either avoid paying
a high bill, become more self-sufficient, or replace the need for any type of utility company
influence in their life so that they have control over their utilities. In this book, we will go over
useful and pointless alternative energies, showing you most of the nitty and gritty mathematics
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needed to determine what energy sources are viable for you. First, we will go over an energy
source that can be used in any emergency situation that is cheap and affordable; Electrical
Food. In this section, we will cover: What foods work Which foods are better How they work
We'll go ahead and cover solar energy, but in a unique way; we'll tell you how to transform
solar energy into Hydrogen Fuel. Then we'll go over Pointless Energy to help clear your way
through the scams of the internet, giving you solid explanations backed by science or
mathematics as to why you shouldn't trust those sources for reliable energy. Then the
remainder of the book will be about other energy forms, such as Water Wheels Steam Engines
Portable Wind Turbines These methods will show you pictures and instructions on either how
to make your own or why you should buy your own. This is just a descriptive overview to help
beginners live off of the grid. Download your E book "Survival Guide: How to Live without
Electricity" by scrolling up and clicking "Buy Now with 1-Click" button!
Packed with essential and easy-to-use materials, this bookcovers issues such as quality
assurance, finance and budgeting, reimbursement, and staffing concerns in simple, easy-to
understand terms.
A cross between the bestsellers in this category, The Girlfriend's Guide to Surviving the First
Year of Motherhood (with secrets from other moms), and What to Expect the First Year (with
advice from experts) -- this is a comprehensive first-year guide from the editors of the criticallyacclaimed parenting magazine. Complete with problem-solving strategies; step-by-step
instructions; and quick tips and sidebars; this is the only first-year guide that you will ever need
-- from the magazine that is the Bible for new moms who have turned to it for generations.
Topics include breastfeeding, basic development, sleep, language development, attachment,
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immunizations and common health problems and solutions. The book offers a combination of
expert advice ("the right way") from well-known parenting gurus, as well as "the other ways," a
spinoff of the magazine's wildly popular column packed with innovative tricks from other new
moms. Chapters like "Sleep and the Lack of It" and "The No-Panic Guide to Health
Emergencies" offer a fresh and reassuring voice that provides new moms with the guidance
they need. This is sure to become the new go-to guide for new moms everywhere. ABOUT
THE AUTHOR Susan Kane is the editor-in-chief of Babytalk magazine. She frequently appears
on national television on behalf of Babytalk, discussing issues ranging from affordable daycare
to new trends in baby gear. She lives in Chappaqua, New York, with her husband and two
children.

Presents working nurses with tips for beginning a nursing career, moving out of
bedside clinical rolses and acquiring general supervision and career development
skills. Introduces strategies for coping with workplace transitions such as job
reentry, layoff, termination, resignation and compassion fatigue.
An authoritative guide to the legal and ethical issues faced daily by nurses, this
handbook includes real-life examples and information from hundreds of court
cases. It covers the full range of contemporary concerns, including computer
documentation, workplace violence and harassment, needlesticks, telephone
triage, pain management, prescribing, privacy, and confidentiality. An entire
chapter explains step-by-step what to expect in a malpractice lawsuit.
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A guide to becoming financially independent with tips on saving and investing.
The Gospels and Acts are composed of writings from St. Matthew, St. Mark, St.
Luke, St. John and the Book of Acts. The purpose of which is to give you the
spiritual lens that will enable you to see clearly what you fail to see using your
physical lens. As you read this collection, try to see the three spiritual themes to
it. Get a copy today.
A tool to help gain momentum and clarity in the sometimes-confusing maze
called life and work. The book covers subjects as diverse as parenting, finances,
relationships, career, and more.
An unappreciated housewife boldly responds to her self-absorbed husband, and
ends up running for U.S. President, she admits, "Because it's the only high
paying job opening I know of." Following non-traditional campaign thoughts,
Sheila For President? takes the reader on an unusual journey of Sheila and her
Earth High School Party, (called that because she wants to have everyone enjoy,
like they are in the youthful, high school, state of mind). Read Sheila For
President? and have an Earth High School experience!
An innovative and strategic e-book designed to help independent authors and
publishers sell large quantities of books to non traditional buying markets.
If you want to go up the ladder of success, if you want to get what you want, if you want to fulfill
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that "burning desire" that keeps your mind busy all the time and you do not do something about
it, if you want to do "that thing" that you wanted to do some day but you never got a chance to
do so, you must take your hands out of your pockets, roll up your sleeves, and take action
now. You cannot sit still and expect the elevator of success to come down and take you to the
peak. It has not happened to anyone. It will not happen to you either, guaranteed! Over the
past several years I have helped many people like you to take their hands out of their pockets
and climb their ladder of success. I have spent quality time with them, listened to them, felt
their pain, assisted them in taking the right path, and made sure they came out of the process
successful and fulfilled. I want to help you too. If you are committed to YOUR success and
want to get what you truly want, this book is an excellent start. Are you ready for the journey?
Every issue of easyuni is organised in such a way that crucial information is succinctly
delivered to you. We are also constantly exploring new mediums to maximise the reach of
information to you. That’s the main reason easyuni magazine was started; we found that many
readers would bene? t from this information in this form. We believe this is only logical as
we’ve received an overwhelming response from our readers for the past two issues which has
motivated us to bring you even more quality content in subsequent issues. Among the many
improvements on easyuni.com is the revamped course recommendation tool – a step closer
towards our vision of enhancing students’ capacity to make the right decisions about their
tertiary education. The new course recommender is aimed at students who are not very certain
about what to study, and our intelligent system recommends courses based on the personality
and interests of an individual. As for the magazine: we have also listed some of the top
universities in Asia that offer the courses covered in this issue along with numerous ways to
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apply for them. We have what we believe is the best tertiary education advice to help you
make better decisions about your future. Every bit of information is helpful in guiding you to
reach your higher education goals. We enjoyed getting this magazine out to you, and we
believe you’ll enjoy reading every page.
Cracking the Nursing Interview is here to help nurses through the interview process; teach
nurses what they need to know and enable them to perform at their very best. Learn how to
uncover hints and hidden details in an interviewer's question, disco
Finding the right fit to match aging adults with the best caregiver to assist them in their home
can be fraught with challenge. In today’s pressurized world, the process involves overstressed
family members and a shortage of great caregivers. So many adult children are seeking a
helping hand and a friendly, experienced voice to guide them through this emotionally charged
rite of passage. Aging with Care: Your Guide to Hiring and Managing Caregivers in the Home,
takes a personal, professional, and sometimes humorous approach to the challenges, benefits,
pitfalls and problems of hiring in-home caregivers. Here, two geriatric care experts explore the
essential credentials and experience a home caregiver should have, pitfalls to avoid, hiring
options and managing costs, and the decisions that go into finding the right fit for your loved
one to be able to age in place. Sharing stories and insights from interviews with caregivers and
elders, as well as industry experts, they walk you through the ins and outs, and provide you
with the tools necessary to making the best care choices you can for the ones you love.
Groundbreaking Spiritual Warfare Book for Women, Now Revised and Updated Women
everywhere face battles that threaten to overwhelm them. A friend's depression. A child's
destructive choices. A neighbor's broken marriage. A husband's failed business. A bad medical
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report. But you don't have to watch hopelessly from the sidelines. This is a crucial time for
praying women to take their stand. In this newly revised and updated edition, you'll discover
sound biblical guidelines, inspiring stories, and practical steps to help you see victory on the
battlefront. As you understand your authority in the risen Christ, you will learn how to overcome
forces of evil, help loved ones break cycles of bondage, and make your home a place of refuge
from spiritual attack--all through the power of prayer. Here is the field guide for every wife,
mother, sister, daughter, and friend ready to fight for all she holds dear.
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